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Welcome to Nocturne Falls, the town that celebrates Halloween 365 days a year. The tourists think

it's all a show: the vampires, the werewolves, the witches, the occasional gargoyle flying through the

sky. But the supernaturals populating the town know better.  Living in Nocturne Falls means being

yourself. Fangs, fur, and all. Willa Iscove, fae jeweler, has her first stalker. Really, heâ€™s just one

of her lovesick customers. The ring she crafted to help him find new love has backfired, making

Willa the object of his affections. In a bid to rid herself of her amorous client, Willa makes a wish in

the Nocturne Falls fountain using the piece of opal in her pocket and in doing so, unknowingly

conscripts as her guardian the sexy gargoyle on duty. Former Army Ranger and gargoyle Nick

Hardwin has some serious suspicions about the pretty fae who just invoked the ancient pact for

protection. Her kind have been at odds with his kind for ages. Now she wants his help? Heâ€™s

determined to figure out what sheâ€™s up to. Which wonâ€™t be a hardship considering how much

fun she is to be around. And kiss.But then her stalker turns out to be the tip of the iceberg and

things go really wrong, really fast. When theyâ€™re both kidnapped, Willa is forced to make a hard

decision. The life of her family or the freedom of the man sheâ€™s fallen for?
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Here we are up to book 3 of Nocturne Falls and the story and the characters just keep getting

better. Just when I think I have found a favorite hero kristen kicks in and gives me another one to

swoon over. I was crazy about Hank in book 2 but I'm in love with Nick the friendly, protective and

all to sexy gargoyle. He is just the right guy for Willa the town fae jeweler. Willa is the perfect

heroine. She is sweet, headstrong and independent. She is strong enough to stand on her own but

humble enough to know when she needs help and is not afraid to ask for it. This couple is the

perfect team to help willa overcome a stalker and her family.This is a great great series. The women

have just the right amount of spunk to handle the men they have come to love. Each couple are

strong enough to realize they are good apart but are even better team together. This is a must read

series for all and I will let you in on a lil secret, all the hero's are my favorite.

I was fortunate enough to receive an ARC of the book in exchange for an honest review. The

Gargoyle gets his girl is the 3rd book in the awesome Nocturne Falls series. I love the series already

and this book was a great addition. These books are fun, lighthearted with some drama and of

course supernatural love! Couldn't put this book down!! In this book we follow Nick (a gargoyle) and

Willa (a fae) that meet through a series of events that bring these two together no matter the history

of their kind. The characters have to face events outside of the safety of Nocturne Falls and face

Willa's past head on,with Nick sworn to protect her things are bound to get a little heated. Definitely

read this book and get to know the different people that reside in Nocturne Falls.

*I received an ARC of this book in exchange for an honest review*I couldn't wait for Nocturne Falls

#3, and this one did not surprise! Loved the first two in the series and didn't think it was possible to

top those - but Kristen does it again! The Gargoyle Gets His Girl is Nick (the Gargoyle) and Willa's

(the Fae) story. Their races are natural enemies, as the Fae have been known to use their powers

to enslave the Gargoyles for their own ends. Does Nick protect and fall for Willa because he wants

to or because he has been ordered to? You'll have to read the book to find out the answer!Do

yourself a favor and be sure to read the first two in the series before reading this one. While this

story can easily stand on its own, it's even more enjoyable when you've read them all together.

Awesome reading, I can't wait for the next installment. I'm hooked!



I am completly in love with Noctune Falls! I really want to move there.. This is the 3rd installment of

this fantastic series and I think I have fallen for all the leading men in this series so far, but Nick has

been my favorite..so far. This story features Nick a rare type of Gargoyle, and he is new to Nocturne

Falls having recently gotten out of the miltary and looking to put down roots. Then there is Willa who

is Fae and is running from her past. They seem to be a perfect match, if it wasn't for that pesky their

species are mortal enemies issue. Can you be with someone who can use their powers to enslave

you forever? You will have to read to find out!I am counting the days until book 4 and I can't wait to

see who it is about! Great job Kristen!!

this is book 3 of the series, and my favorite by far! this story is about nick, a gargoyle, and willa, a

fae. i really wanted some of willa's back story since we met her in book one(vampires mail order

bride), and i am so tickled with this book! i love kristen's view of the fae. anyways, so its about nick,

whos semi new to nocturn falls, he takes a new job and his life takes a turn. but he cant really

decide if its for better or worse. willa is just doing what she does best and doesnt realize how potent

her powers are! i had no problem feeling like i was inside this book. im ready for a trip to nocturn

falls! so many awesome people there to meet and become friends with!

A wish in a fountain has unexpected consequences for gargoyle who is new to town and the local

fae jeweler. Nick Hardwin is a former Army Ranger looking to put down roots. He takes a job

working as one of the attractions putting him in the perfect place to come to the aid of Willa is a

successful jeweler with an accidental stalker. Things quickly get out of control when they're both

kidnapped and dangers from the past resurface.Tied together by budding romance and old magic

they must learn to trust one another. If they don't, everything they'd ever wished for could be lost

forever.

I'm pretty sure that this book is now my favourite within the series. It doesn't hurt that I have a soft

spot for gargoyle novels and when i read the title I knew that I'd love this one.I especially like that

way that Kristen described how Willa uses her magic. Some times its nice to understand the

processes involved with supernatural events, creatures and magic - without going into minute detail

of course.This series is filled with whirlwind romances, I dont enjoy events that feel too rushed. I will

say that I'm pleased that the romance wasn't so up front and center compared to the previous two

books. This one had some more action and adventure adding to the story.I'm really enjoying getting

to know the town of Nocturnal Falls citizen by citizen and I can't wait to see who we meet next and



the trouble they will no doubt get themselves into. Also I'd really like to know what Ivy (from book 2)

is up and how she now fits into the noctural falls township.
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